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Report: Organization Pandemic & Leadership  
 
Organization: Starbucks 

Executive Summary 

Overview:  

Out of all the businesses in the world, Starbucks has made many strategic maneuvers              

during the COVID-19 outbreak that have impacted their business as well as other             

businesses. Starbucks is a worldwide business, so they have been responding to the             

outbreaks everywhere, before many people in the U.S. even knew about the Coronavirus.             

They have taken what they have learned from what happened when the first outbreak              

occurred in China to apply it to their business and strategic timeline everywhere else.              

Although each country (and even each state in the U.S) is reacting differently and taking               

different precautions, having business in China still has given Starbucks a plan for how              

the U.S. will probably implement different steps for reopening businesses and flattening            

the infection curve. 

Context: 

Early 2020, COVID-19 came to the U.S and soon became an outbreak that is out of                

control. States started to have stay-at-home orders, and eventually closed down all            

non-essential businesses to try to limit exposure and large crowds. For restaurants, take             

out and drive thrus are still allowed but no one can stay in the restaurant for longer than                  

necessary. Starbucks has closed their stores all over the world, and has kept drive-thrus              

open in some states. Their employees are required to wear masks, and they have updated               
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their safety precautions in their stores. (this includes more cleaning and hand washing as              

the CDC has recommended all companies do).  

Summary: 

Starbucks has had many responses to the different COVID-19 outbreaks around the            

world, and is one of the few large businesses that has had this perspective. They have                

been taking steps to follow guidelines put out by the CDC and set an example for other                 

businesses around them. After closing about half their stores in China, they have now              

opened most of their stores fully in China again due to their swift initial response. They                

predict the same will happen in the U.S. soon. The efforts made by Starbucks have shown                

exemplary leadership skills and they continue to be a company that puts their employees              

first. Their style attracts customers from all over and their consistency and reliability have              

certainly helped people through these troubling times. 
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Introduction: Overview of Organization 

Brief introduction to Starbucks 

Starbucks has over 30,000 locations around the world and makes about 61 million dollars              

every day. They are the largest coffee company in the world, and they pride themselves               

on practicing ethical standards and making many food items, coffee, tea, and other             

beverages as well as products for consumers to make their own coffee.  

 
Mission and Purpose of Starbucks 
 
Mission Statement: “To inspire and nurture the human spirit -- one person, one cup and               

one neighborhood at a time.” 

Purpose statement: “To establish Starbucks as the premier purveyor of the finest coffee             

in the world while maintaining our uncompromising principles while we grow. 

Values: “Creating a culture of warmth and belonging, where everyone is welcome.            

Acting with courage, challenging the status quo, and finding new ways to grow our              

company and each other. Being present, connecting with transparency, dignity and           

respect. Delivering our very best in all we do, holding ourselves accountable for results.” 

 

Starbucks is considered to be a very ethical company because of their supply chain, the               

wages and benefits they give employees, and the customer first mindset they have. Their              

values are very relationship-oriented and they do a lot to impact the community in good               

ways.  
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History of Starbucks 
 
Starbucks is the largest coffee chain in the world, but it started out as one coffee shop in                  

downtown Seattle in 1971. The first location was actually at Western Avenue, and then in               

1976 they moved to the Pike’s Place location. The founders of Starbucks are Jerry              

Baldwin, Zev Siegl and Gordon Bowker with the goal of selling high quality coffee and               

high quality coffee equipment, so in the beginning they did equipment and coffee bean              

sales, they did not sell individual drinks like they do now. In 1986, Starbucks started to                

brew and sell coffee drinks (espresso drinks specifically), and in 1987, the owners of              

Starbucks sold Starbucks to Howard Schultz who expanded to more and more locations.             

In 1996, Starbucks opened its first store outside of North America, in Japan. Starbucks              

buys beans from farmers, roasts the beans themselves, and then distributes them to their              

stores. They have a Farmer Equity Practice that requires suppliers to tell the company              

what percentage of the price is being paid to the farmers. 

Why we chose to study Starbucks 

Allie 

Starbucks is a very well known company around the world, and it is consistent no matter                

what location you go to. Growing up in the Seattle area, Allie knows Starbucks very well,                

and she now works at a location that she regularly references in her work in this class.                 

She sees first hand the leadership training and strategies that Starbucks has for every              

employee, and the way that they are committed to their customers and their employees.              
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Starbucks is one of the largest companies in the world, so their response to COVID-19               

sets a precedent for companies everywhere, big and small.  

Kira 

Kira grew up in Colorado Springs, CO as the pay it forward movement was trending, a                

store near her house was always participating in the movement. She found this moving              

and always wondered why Starbucks was a hub for nice people to do nice things. When                

she was in high school, her brother, Scott, began working at Starbucks. He worked his               

way up to a team lead position and was always praised for his customer service. Kira                

would go there to do homework while he was working and observe the atmosphere. In               

her opinion, Starbucks creates an inclusive environment that is accepting of people from             

all walks of life. They are helpful, respectful, and driven in their commitment and              

mission and it is clear that while the work may be hard, at the end of the day the                   

employees feel that they have done something to make a change in the world that day.                

Even a simple cup of coffee can change how someone feels, and after sitting for hours at                 

Starbucks she learned to love it as well. 
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Financial Overview 
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Before COVID-19, you can see in the figure above that Starbucks was doing well. The               

graph shows the amount of money that was being returned to shareholders between 2014              

and 2019. Starbucks licensed and company operated stores make up the amount of             

revenue made, but overall the graph shows that the company was doing very well              

especially in 2019. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Starbucks’ earnings have halved,           

but they are still making a net profit. Their shares are usually 60 cents in earnings per                 

share, but they dropped to 31 cents per share during the COVID-19 shut downs. They are                

still open for take-out and drive-thrus so they are still making money, but since many               

stores are closed for sit down customers, they are missing that money. Small businesses              

are being hit hard in the United States, but Starbucks is taking a loss too. They have                 

donated over $10 million to their employees through their disaster relief fund, and have              

donated more than $3 million more to different COVID relief foundations.  
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Organization and Leadership Structure 

Starbucks wants to make sure their organizational structure matches the current needs of             

the business, so it is fluid and changing depending on what they think is most important                

for the company. They have a matrix organizational structure, meaning that it is not the               

typical hierarchical set up that most corporations have. They value their employees, and             

call them “partners” which is just one way they try to have a matrix structure. Starbucks                

tries to make sure their employees work with each other and report to more than one                

person for multiple perspectives and encourage working together in teams and in their             

departments as well. Their corporate structure is more of a functional hierarchy, and they              

have geographic divisions with their own hierarchies that eventually go to the top. In              

stores, they have some hierarchy, because there is normally a manager, an assistant             

manager, and even shift leads, but it is still teamwork and relationship focused. They              

prioritize teams and working together, and within their corporate structure they have their             

own product-based division. Howard Shultz is the CEO and is at the top of the company.                

Starbucks culture is super relationship-driven, and they think it is really important to put              

their employees and customers first. They emphasize collaboration, communication and          

openness, and train their employees about the importance of diversity and inclusion in             

every capacity.  

Starbucks has online training for every barista where they emphasize their universal            

mission and culture. Employees have to get “barista certified” before they can make             

drinks, which means they have gone through training and have proven that they know              

how to make every drink on the menu. They emphasize the importance of sustainability              
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and ethical sourcing, as well as a customer relationship oriented experience. In the             

training for new hires, they also show the ways that Starbucks helps the community and               

how important the customers are in everything they do. 
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Past Crisis Management Planning 

One of the biggest cases where Starbucks had to do some crisis management is when they                

had an employee call the cops on a group of black people at their store that weren’t                 

buying anything. Even though loitering is not permitted in most businesses, this was an              

obvious example of racial bias because Starbucks is known for having people stay for              

long periods of time without buying anything to have work meetings, or school meetings,              

or just coffee dates. After being called out for the incident, Howard Shultz immediately              

issued an apology and a statement that included the quote, “We’re better than this”.              

Starbucks created a solution and shared it with the world: they would be closing many               

thousands of stores so that they could do racial bias training for their employees. Even               

though it is debated whether this was an effective solution or not, Starbucks still had an                

immediate response to the incident. Starbucks made sure they apologized quickly and did             

not try to defend what happened at all. They showed that they wanted to learn from the                 

situation, and made sure they didn’t make any excuses. The figure on the next page               

shows the timeline and details of this incident, and how Starbucks reacted.  

Starbucks’ crisis planning is not always apparent, but they have enough procedures put in              

place to respond to a crisis when it happens, even if they don’t know exactly what it is                  

going to be. They have plenty of people that can come together quickly and come up with                 

a solution that is best for the company and for the community. 
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Pandemic Response Overview 

Overview of Organization Pandemic Response 

This pandemic has proved to be a time where cooperation and compliance can be life               

saving tools. The faster actions are taken the more lives will potentially be spared. As we                

learn more about Starbucks, we would like to commend them on their swift action as they                

showed strong leadership and self-awareness as a brand. When people think of Starbucks,             

they think of reliability and for them to take action by completely shutting down stores in                

China 16 days after COVID-19 was announced was a huge example for the rest of the                

world. Throughout this pandemic, they have proved to be on the right side of this fight.                

Their hearts and minds are thinking together and they are acting in the best interest of the                 

general public, not just their company. Starbucks creatively worked to find solutions on             

how to navigate this situation while keeping their employees safe and healthy. They             

followed CDC and state guidelines appropriately and did a great job of modeling the way               

for other essential businesses. They have remained transparent and efficient in terms of             

communication and response efforts as they continue to adhere to the guidelines. 
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Timeline: (January 1st-April 15th 2020)  

January 4, 2020 

WHO posts about the first cluster of cases. 

January 12, 2020 

China reports the strain of the new coronavirus: COVID-19. 

January 28, 2020 

Starbucks closes down stores in China, but makes the decision to continue to pay their               

partners despite the stores being closed down. 2,000 stores in China close down which is               

about half of their stores in China. China is the second largest market for Starbucks.               

These stores have shut down completely. 

January 31, 2020  

The United States has 6 confirmed cases. China has 11,971. 

February 15, 2020 

China has 50,052 reported cases. The United States has 15. 

February 27, 2020 

Starbucks CEO announces that 85% of Starbucks in China have reopened. This comes             

after China announces that there is a recovery trend. Approximately 3,655 stores are             

currently open in China. 

March 1, 2020 

China has almost 80,000 cases, South Korea is at 3,736, and the United States is at 62. 
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March 4, 2020 

Starbucks sends a letter to partners and community members to clarify the steps they are               

taking based on CDC recommendations, “We are taking guidance from the CDC and             

local health authorities, we have increased cleaning and sanitizing for all           

company-operated stores to help prevent the spread of all germs, adding paid time for our               

partners supporting this work” (Johnson, 2020). 

We are pausing the use of personal cups and “for here” ware in our stores. We will                 

continue to honor the 10-cent discount for anyone who brings in a personal cup or asks                

for “for here” ware. We have provided scenario-based procedural information to our store             

teams on how to report and support anyone that may express they’ve been impacted by               

the virus, including store closure decision making support” (Johnson, 2020). They also            

restricted all business-related air travel, domestic and international through March 31 and            

took action to modify or postpone large meetings across our offices in the U.S. and               

Canada. 

March 6, 2020 

Starbucks announces that over the past few weeks they, “have been preparing for the              

possible scenarios related to COVID-19 and ensuring the right plans and resources are in              

place, defined principally by guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and            

Prevention (CDC) and local public health authorities” (Johnson, 2020). They are using            

“lessons learned” from how they handled the COVID-19 initial outbreak that occurred in             

China. Also on this day, Rossan Williams writes a letter addressing how Seattle took care               

of having a case of COVID-19 in one of their stores. The case was in Seattle and the                  
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company took very swift action to shut down the store and have immediate cleaning              

procedures completed before being able to re-open. 

March 9, 2020 

Starbucks creates a COVID-19 Relief Fund to aid frontline workers in Seattle. They             

partner with other companies that are Seattle based including Amazon and Microsoft.            

The fund quickly raises $2.5 million. 

March 11, 2020 

Starbucks announces that they will be paying for mental health resources and catastrophe             

pay for their employees. This includes free counseling through EAP and Headspace, a             

meditation app. At this point, over 90% of Starbucks stores in China have reopened.              

Kevin Johnson, CEO and president of Starbucks, sends out a letter to the community              

about precautions still being taken. A huge undertaking was met by this statement, “You              

have our full support when it comes to partner care, including access to catastrophe pay,               

benefits that support your physical and mental health, as well as a network of partners               

who are all here to help” (Johnson, 2020). This just goes to show how far Starbucks will                 

go to take care of their employees from a top-down approach. If their employees are safe                

and healthy, then they can remain open. 

March 15, 2020 

Starbucks switches to only drive thru and to go orders in the US and Canada stores. They                 

announced, “We are pausing the use of all seating, including both the café and patio               

areas” (Johnson, 2020). 
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However, customers can still walk up and order at the counter, and they can also utilize                

the “order ahead” feature in the Starbucks app and pick via the drive thru or have their                 

drink delivered to their car. In addition, they will have a modified condiment bar in all                

stores and you may see modified “order ahead” handoff areas on a store-by-store basis.              

However, certain locations in high-social gathering places or communities with high           

clusters of COVID-19 cases will be temporarily closed.  

March 16, 2020 

China has 81,077 reported cases, followed by Italy with 24,747. The United States has              

1,678. 

March 20, 2020 

Starbucks expands catastrophe pay and moves all US and Canada locations to drive thru              

only, “Starbucks will close access to cafes and reduce service to drive-thru and delivery              

only for two weeks in the U.S” (Johnson, 2020). Exceptions were made for stores in and                

around hospitals. In addition, “Starbucks will pay all partners for the next 30 days,              

whether they choose to come to work or not” (Johnson, 2020). They also extended              

catastrophe pay. 

March 23, 2020 

“It is the responsibility of every business to care for its employees during this time of                

uncertainty, shared sacrifice, and common cause. I hope to see many business leaders             

across this country doing all they can to retain jobs, pay employees, continue benefits,              

and demonstrate compassion as they make critical decisions. Not every decision is a             

financial one” (Johnson, 2020). 
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March 24, 2020 

This is day 1 of Washington’s stay at home order. 

March 25, 2020 

Starbucks begins offering free drinks to frontline workers through May 3rd. 

March 31, 2020 

The United States has 189,624 reported cases, followed by Italy at 105,792. China has              

82.294. 

April 1, 2020 

Starbucks extends catastrophe pay to May 1 and announces they are making            

thermometers available for all stores. “The Starbucks Foundation today announced it will            

donate more than $3 million to support global COVID-19 relief efforts around the world,              

designed to partner with key organizations in order to ensure those who need the most               

help get it” (Johnson, 2020). 

April 8, 2020 

Starbucks announces they are trying to take care of Starbucks workers all over the world. 

“As part of Starbucks commitment to taking care of our partners when they need it most,                

Starbucks is contributing $10 million to establish the new Starbucks Global Partner            

Emergency Relief Program for partners facing extreme hardship as a result of            

COVID-19” (Johnson, 2020). 

April 15, 2020 

Today in the U.S. there are 609,516 reported cases. China is at 83,351. 
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April 16, 2020 

“Today, in a letter to Starbucks partners (employees), CEO Kevin Johnson outlined the             

company’s transition to a new phase of operations in the U.S., best described as “monitor               

and adapt,” based on experience in China during COVID-19. As was the case in China,               

Starbucks will gradually expand and shift the customer experiences enabled in stores            

based on a clear decision-making framework.” Starbucks says that some stores in the US              

will continue to be drive-thru only but some will start to do some mobile orders soon                

based on the timeline that occurred in China.  

 
https://www.devex.com/news/covid-19-a-timeline-of-the-coronavirus-outbreak-96396 
This is a really important graphic that we think everyone should see right now. 
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Applying Leadership Theories, Models, or Concepts 

1: Servant Leadership 

Starbucks is utilizing servant leadership to help reduce the impact of the pandemic.             

Servant leadership is centered upon empathy, listening, and self-awareness. These three           

characteristics allow a servant leader to know what is going on around them and how               

they can use their innate abilities to help bring others up. According to the Leadership               

textbook, “[Servant leadership] begins with the natural feeling that one wants to serve, to              

serve first” (Northouse, 2019, p.228). The hope and motivation behind servant leadership            

comes from what it can manifest into. We think that this a central aspect of Starbucks’                

leadership team and has helped contribute to their efficient response to the pandemic. 

During the pandemic, Starbucks has done what they can to help their employees as well               

as their customers while adhering to CDC and state guidelines. While they had to shut               

down the lobbies of their stores, they were still open for business through the drive-thru               

or drive up delivery. They were understanding of employees who could not or did not               

want to work during these times and continued to pay them. Starbucks went even further               

to help serve their communities by providing free drinks to frontline workers. This shows              

the community that they care about the people helping to save lives and it emphasizes               

Starbucks' ability to empathize with those around them. Starbucks is doing a good job at               

listening to accurately assess the needs of those around them and has implemented well              

thought out plans on how they can use their power and influence to show that compliance                

and respect for the knowledge of others are extremely important right now.  
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2: Modeling the Way 
 

Modeling the way is a style of leadership where one acts and leads in the way that they                  

wish to be led. Choosing this style of leadership means one has clear values and is ready                 

to share those values through setting an example. This style saves time and energy              

because a leader does not have to explain with words every single expectation. They              

simply use their daily actions to display how they want things done and how they want                

others around them to respond.  

Starbucks is doing a wonderful job at modeling the way for other companies to follow.               

On January 28th, they made a statement to the world that they were taking this virus                

seriously and that they were going to do their part in stopping the spread. By shutting                

down their stores 16 days after the virus was officially named, they showed their              

commitment to science and a respect for those who have been studying their whole lives               

and know much more than the average citizens. They acknowledged that while this             

situation was not ideal for their profits, they are committed to doing what is best for                

everyone involved. They are trying to lend a hand in any way they can and they are                 

coming up with creative ways to put a stop to this virus. Starbucks created their               

COVID-19 relief and encouraged other large corporations to do their part by donating to              

help frontline workers. They are committed to setting the best example for their             

employees and their customers as well as other companies. 
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3: Ethical Leadership 
 

Ethical leadership is all about doing what you can to help the greater good. From the                

perspective of Starbucks this quote from Kevin Johnson really sums up their ethical             

leadership approach, “It is the responsibility of every business to care for its employees              

during this time of uncertainty, shared sacrifice, and common cause. I hope to see many               

business leaders across this country doing all they can to retain jobs, pay employees,              

continue benefits, and demonstrate compassion as they make critical decisions. Not every            

decision is a financial one” (Johnson, 2020). This really highlights that Starbucks not             

only cares about their customers, but they want to emphasize that they are able to help                

out in any way that they can with their employees. This level of care showcases how the                 

organization as a whole approaches leadership. They believe in the top down approach,             

that if you have a CEO that cares about bettering the world and hires people who share                 

his mission, then that mission will be broadcasted down the line to their employees,              

suppliers, and customers.  
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The graphic above shows the requirements of a Starbucks supplier and how they just go               

that extra step to showcase their ethical business model. They require that their supplier              

be compliant with their standards as a company and they do a lot of research into how                 

and where their coffee is grown. 

We think a great example of this is the record breaking practice of Starbucks’ customers               

paying it forward by buying the person behind them a drink. This practice is seen at                

thousands of store locations across the world, but the store with the longest record of this                

is a store in St. Petersburg, Florida where 457 customers paid it forward. In addition,               

when the outbreak started in China, Starbucks was quick to close its doors and              

completely shut down stores there in order to do their part in stopping the spread of the                 

virus. China was supposed to account for 10% of their sales in Q1 and Starbucks missed                

out on a portion of that profit. Starbucks is displaying ethical leadership qualities by              

continuing to pay people even if they are not working and paying for other services like                

mental health care and child care during the crisis. They realize that if they can help serve                 

the communities they are a part of, then everyone wins. 

4: Power 

“Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man’s character, give him                 

power” (Lincoln, 1841). Professor Tyran used this quote in a lecture and we think it does                

a wonderful job at explaining how power impacts humans. Power can change how             

someone acts in good ways and bad ways, but the impact of power on followers is                

profound. People in positions of power can use it to encourage their followers to do a                

variety of different things. We see this in many different areas such as government,              
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religion, cults, and corporations. Usually with power comes money, and this is where the              

bad things tend to happen. Because humans are naturally greedy, power can cause             

individuals to only want more power as they test the boundaries of that power. However,               

power and money can be used for good and we see that through nonprofits and mindful                

companies. 

Starbucks is an excellent example of how to use power for good. They reach a large                

number of people every day and they use their consistency to bring people together. A               

customer in China is getting the same beverage and store experience as a person in the                

U.S. and that in itself is powerful. There are not many businesses that use their power to                 

bring people together in that way. Starbucks uses their power and money to invest in the                

communities they reside in because they know that it is not only marketing themselves as               

aware, but it also shows that they care about all people not just the ones that attend their                  

establishments. We see with the COVID-19 Relief Fund that they are using their power              

to encourage others in positions of power to join the fight. They took initiative and               

became leaders in this pandemic while using their power in a respectful and responsible              

way. 

5: Authentic Leadership 

If someone leads in a way that comes naturally, then their leadership style is authentic.               

Leadership can be taught and practiced, however, authentic leadership is genuine. It is             

something that followers can feel is real and not rehearsed. Authentic leadership            

incorporates three different aspects: interpersonal perspective, interpersonal process, and         

developmental perspective. The interpersonal perspective is something that comes from          
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within a leader and draws on their experiences to allow them to lead based on things they                 

believe to be right and wrong. The interpersonal process focuses on the interactions of              

leaders and followers. The third aspect of developmental processes highlights that people            

were not born to be leaders, but through their experiences they are learning an authentic               

style of leading. 

If you have ever heard Kevin Johnson speak, you can clearly tell he is an authentic                

leader. He speaks in a way that clarifies his vision and shows that he just cannot think any                  

other way. He cares about his company and his employees and he cares about how his                

company makes people feel. Starbucks does a great job of making people feel cared for               

and that they are important. A great example of this is their policy that states if you do                  

not like your drink, you can tell an employee and they will make you something you like                 

free of charge. This encourages people to step outside their comfort zone and try              

something new while knowing that Starbucks has their back. It also shows the             

organization’s commitment to doing the right thing. The company is known for their             

compassion and empathy and incorporating those characteristics into their business          

model highlights Johnson’s authenticity. The graphic below shows how committed          

Starbucks is to changing the way that business is run. They emphasize women in              

leadership as well as promote diversity from within their company. We also see here their               

commitment to authenticity through transparency. This is a core value of Starbucks and it              

sets them apart from other corporations. 
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Recommendations 

Recommendation #1 
 
We love that Starbucks was offering free coffee to the frontline workers in the U.S. This                

is a great way to boost morale and give thanks to those who are doing the hardest of jobs                   

right now. We think that Starbucks should continue to offer free drinks to frontline              

workers for the rest of the year. This will show their commitment to science and               

acknowledgement that this pandemic is not going to be over anytime soon. We think this               

use of power will have a strong impact on the general public as they continue to                

recognize the efforts of those on the frontline. As the U.S. is slowly relaxing their               

response to the pandemic, it is more important than ever to think of the nurses and                

doctors that have been seeing the crippling effects of this virus first hand and let them                

know that we appreciate what they are doing. 

 
Recommendation #2 
 
In addition to continuing to recognize the efforts of the frontline workers, we think that               

Starbucks should continue doing drive thru and delivery options only until the CDC says              

it is safe for them to re-open. They are currently following state guidelines when it comes                

to re-opening, however, we think that a good use of their power will be to show people                 

they are committed to the cause. While people are beginning to return to normal life, a                

second wave of the virus is coming. The U.S. is currently not containing the virus and by                 

taking a stand for the frontline workers, we think Starbucks should continue leading the              

socially responsible movement of continuing to close their cafes and only take drive thru              
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or orders through the app. We also think that they should continue to have the increased                

health precautions until the end of the year.  
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Conclusion 

Starbucks has promoted safe actions and principles through their statements already. We            

hope they continue to act as leaders in the corporate world and continue to make the right                 

decision in terms of human lives. Starbucks is a great organization to work for and they                

truly care about the success of their employees. As a customer, we leave feeling              

caffeinated and satisfied knowing that Starbucks will always be there for us. 

Allie’s Reflection: 

Going into this project, I already felt like I had a lot of knowledge about Starbucks since I                  

work for them. After researching the company more in depth, I learned a lot about the                

behind the scenes structure of Starbucks, which will lead me forward into how I want to                

run my own business in the future. Starbucks puts their employees and customers before              

anything else, and this leads to profits because people want to work for and buy from a                 

place that puts their personal health before anything else. It has been evident from              

Starbucks’ reaction to the pandemic that this is more clear than ever. I am happy to look                 

up to Starbucks as a leader in coffee shops and food service suppliers everywhere, and I                

hope that I can model my business in the future off of their leadership strategies and                

mission statement. 

Kira’s Reflection: 

When I was beginning to do research on Starbucks, my personal opinions of them were               

clouding my judgment of the company. I learned that their business strategy is vastly              

different from other corporations and while I wish that they did not produce millions of               

single use cups every day, I realize that their commitment to other sustainable business              
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practices is admirable. The diversity of their leadership and the number of women in              

leadership positions really struck me. It helped me better understand their authenticity            

and servant leadership. They want to help as many groups as they can and they do that by                  

being leaders in not only their industry, but for other corporations to look up to as well. I                  

am very pleased with the way Starbucks has carried themselves during this pandemic and              

I hope they continue to be leaders through and through.  
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Appendix A: Project Contracts 
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Appendix B: Project Plans 

Allie: 
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Appendix C: Copies of all Project Update Memos 
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Appendix D: Log of Interactions with Contact(s) 

May 15, 2020 
Kira contacted Scott Comfort, a former team lead at Starbucks. 
Questions asked: 

● How do they train managers? 
○ manuals (outlines expectations) 
○ hands on training: how to handle returns and money things with POS 

● What leadership traits does someone need to possess to be a manager? 
○ socially dictated 
○ combo of interaction of other employees and customers 
○ consistency in work 
○ quaza expectations (on top of it) 
○ interview well 
○ corporate perspective (individual response first: closing patios, then drive thru 

only, cycle back to letting people in) 
● Did the organization have a plan in place before it was deemed an essential business? 

○ They reacted as the situation progressed 
 

 

 
 
 
Photograph above: This is a screenshot from Kira’s FaceTime conversation with her brother Scott 

Comfort (he was told to smile and this is what we got). 
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Appendix E: Thank You Note(s) 

Kira would like to thank her brother Scott Comfort for taking the time out of his busy schedule to                   
meet with her and answer her research questions. 

Kira and Allie would like to thank their peer editors as well as Professor Tyran for providing                 
feedback and enhancing their final product. 
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